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Abstract. In the presence of turbulence, magnetic field
lines lose their dynamical identity and particles entrained
on field lines diffuse through space at a rate determined
by the amplitude of the turbulence. In previous work
(Lazarian and Vishniac, 1999; Kowal et al., 2009; Eyink et
al., 2011) we showed that this leads to reconnection speeds
which are independent of resistivity. In particular, in Kowal et
al. (2009) we showed that numerical simulations were consistent with the predictions of this model. Here we examine the structure of the current sheet in simulations of turbulent reconnection. Laminar flows consistent with the SweetParker reconnection model produce very thin and well ordered currents sheets. On the other hand, the simulations of
Kowal et al. (2009) show a strongly disordered state even
for relatively low levels of turbulence. Comparing data cubes
with and without reconnection, we find that large scale field
reversals are the cumulative effect of many individual eddies, each of which has magnetic properties which are not
very different from turbulent eddies in a homogeneous background. This implies that the properties of stationary and homogeneous MHD turbulence are a reasonable guide to understanding turbulence during large scale magnetic reconnection events. In addition, dissipation and high energy particle acceleration during reconnection events take place over
a macroscopic volume, rather than being confined to a narrow zone whose properties depend on microscopic transport
coefficients.

1

Introduction

Turbulence is a common feature of astrophysical fluids. For
instance, the interstellar medium (ISM) is known to be turbulent on scales ranging from AUs to kpc (see Armstrong
et al., 1995; Elmegreen and Scalo, 2004; Lazarian, 2009
and ref. therein; Chepurnov and Lazarian, 2010). This is
not surprising. Magnetized astrophysical plasmas generally
have very large Reynolds numbers due to their large length
scales. Laminar plasma flows at such high Reynolds numbers
are prey to numerous linear and finite-amplitude instabilities, from which turbulent motions readily develop. Recent
work on this topic is not about the existence of turbulence,
but its properties, its effects and how to study turbulence in
astrophysical settings (see Gaensler et al., 2011; Burkhart et
al., 2012 for recent galactic studies; see Leamon et al., 1998;
Bale et al., 2005 for the solar wind; Padoan et al., 2006 for
molecular clouds; and Vogt and Enßlin, 2005; Enßlin and
Vogt, 2006 for the intracluster medium).
The common textbook treatment of magnetic reconnection, i.e. the ability of magnetic field lines to change magnetic
topology, treats the surrounding flow as negligible and the
magnetic field lines as well-ordered, i.e. as though the surrounding turbulence did not exist. This is extremely problematic. Turbulence radically changes many astrophysical processes, e.g. diffusion, cosmic ray transport, advection of heat.
It would be surprising if magnetic reconnection were not affected.
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Fig. 1. Upper plot: Sweet-Parker model of reconnection. The outflow is limited by a thin slot, which is determined by Ohmic diffusivity. The other scale is an astrophysical scale Lx  1. Lower
plot: Reconnection of weakly stochastic magnetic field according
to LV99. The Goldreich-Sridhar (1995) model of MHD turbulence
is used to account for the stochasticity of magnetic field lines. The
outflow in the LV99 theory is limited by the diffusion of magnetic
field lines, which depends on field line stochasticity. From Lazarian
et al. (2004).

Lazarian and Vishniac (1999) identified turbulent three dimensional field line wandering as the critical effect on magnetic reconnection speeds and quantified the expected reconnection rates (see Fig. 1). The LV99 model of turbulent reconnection is radically different from its predecessors. For instance, unlike Speiser (1970) and Jacobson and
Moses (1984), the model does not appeal to changes in the
microscopic properties of the plasma. The nearest progenitor to LV99 was the work of Matthaeus and Lamkin (1985)
Matthaeus and Lamkin (1986), who studied the problem numerically in 2-D MHD and suggested that magnetic reconnection may be fast due to multiple X points and turbulent
EMF. However, in contrast to LV99, these papers did not address the important role of magnetic field line wandering, and
did not obtain a quantitative prediction for the reconnection
rate. The predictions of LV99 have been successfully tested
in Kowal et al. (2009).
In this paper we turn to the detailed structure of current
sheets in a turbulent medium. To what extent is it reasonable
to apply concepts taken from the study of homogeneous turbulence to the vicinity of a large scale magnetic field reversal? Are the local electric field strengths close to expectations
for other models of reconnection? We will analyze typical
time frames from the simulations of Kowal et al. (2009) to
answer these questions.

2

The current sheet in turbulent reconnection

In Sweet-Parker reconnection (Parker, 1957; Sweet, 1958),
the current sheet sits between two regions with strongly
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different magnetic field vectors, and the velocity field is
smooth and highly symmetric. In particular the electric field
perpendicular to the reconnection field component is just ηJ .
The large reconnection speed requires an anomalously large
resistivity η. On the other hand, following LV99, we expect
that in the presence of turbulence the velocity field will be
rough, the current sheet will be highly distorted, and the
electric field will be dominated everywhere by the advective
term, −v × B. What is less clear is the extent to which the
current sheet maintains its identity amidst the turbulent flow.
The nature of the current sheet is interesting because it affects our understanding of the reconnection process, and our
understanding of particle acceleration during reconnection
events. In LV99 we assumed that the current sheet was welldefined and narrow. The surrounding turbulence was taken
to have the properties of homogenous turbulence, despite the
obvious dynamical importance of a narrow but large scale
zone of very large magnetic shear. This picture was motivated by considering the turbulent fluid as a collection of
magnetic field lines which evolve as well-defined dynamical entities with some intermittent distribution of reconnection events. In such a picture, the outflow zone from the large
scale reconnection sheet may be large, but it is far from obvious that the shearing zone itself will diffuse.
In a reanalysis of this problem by Eyink et al. (2011), we
presented a more rigorous derivation of the diffusion process.
By treating the microscopic resistivity as a stochastic process
it can be combined with a statistical treatment of the turbulence in a seamless manner. In this formalism the classical
evolution of the magnetic field is recovered by taking the expectation value of the stochastic evolution. Individual field
lines are no longer simple dynamical entities, in the sense
that they can be defined exactly at any single time, but the
identification of field lines from one time to another is no
longer unique. The identity of a field line diffuses over time.
This results in the same prediction for the diffusion of the
outflow from a reconnection event as in the earlier picture,
which is not surprising because formally the two methods are
equivalent. However, in a qualitative sense, the latter picture
suggests a somewhat different current sheet structure. If the
identity of the field lines is not well-defined, and all properties diffuse, then the magnetic shearing zone will diffuse
until the shear is spread over the width of the whole outflow.
In either case the outflow zone is not altogether like any
similar volume in the turbulent medium. There will be a
strong outflow, with some complicated local structure. This
longitudinal flow will not couple strongly to the Alfvenic turbulence, but its precise effects are unclear.
In Kowal et al. (2009), we tested the predictions of LV99
by performing simulations in a box with open boundaries in
the x̂ direction, the direction of the reversing field component, periodic boundary conditions in the ẑ (guide field) direction, and inflow boundary conditions in the ŷ direction,
perpendicular to the unperturbed current sheet. The simulations were run for a variety of parameters without turbulent
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/19/605/2012/
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Fig. 2. These figures show histograms of the gradient of the reversing component of the large scale magnetic field in the direction normal to
the unperturbed current sheet, i.e. ∂y Bx . (a) is for the highest power simulation, P = 1. (b) is for P = 0.5. (c) is for P = 1 but with no large
scale magnetic field reversal, i.e. simply locally driven strong turbulence. Bins with twice the number of cells as the corresponding bin with
the opposite sign of ∂y Bx are shown in green. (d) shows the first simulation in the absence of turbulent forcing.

forcing for several Alfvén times, in order to produce a SweetParker reconnection layer. Subsequently, sub-alfvenic turbulence was induced in the middle of the simulation volume
via random forcing. This approach allowed us to verify that
the boundary conditions were not biasing the reconnection
process and to follow the evolution of the current sheet for
an arbitrarily large number of Alfvén times. The simulations
were run varying strengths of the guide field. (No differences
were observed between simulations with a guide field equal
to the reversing field component and a guide field smaller by
a factor of 10.) The predictions of LV99 for the reconnection speed and its dependence on the amplitude of the turbulence and the size of the largest eddies were successfully
tested against the average speed observed in the simulations.
In particular, Kowal et al. (2009) confirmed that the turbulent
reconnection speed was independent of the resistivity and the
numerical resolution.
The structure of the current sheet was not addressed in
Kowal et al. (2009). Here we will present some preliminary
work based on the same numerical simulations discussed
in that paper. In what follows, distances are measured in
www.nonlin-processes-geophys.net/19/605/2012/

units of the box size, velocities in fractions of the Alfvén
speed far from the reconnection zone, and time in units of
Lbox /VA (±∞). In the first set of panels, we show a histogram of the ∂y Bx at t=12 for three simulations, i.e. every
cell in the simulation is assigned to a bin according to its
∂y Bx . The fourth panel shows an early time in the simulation
shown in Fig. 2a before the turbulent forcing has been turned
on. The figures all use the same bin width, 0.00005, but the
last figure also shows a smoothed histogram in green, with
each cell averaged with nine cells on either side. The vertical axis gives the number of cells in each bin. The first panel
shows a run with an input power of 1, in dimensionless units.
The typical turbulent
p velocity as a fraction of the Alfvén
speed is roughly P /kinj , where kinj is the wavenumber of
the injected random forcing (normalized to unity for the fundamental mode of the box). The second panel has P = 0.5
and the third panel has P = 1, but with no large scale field
reversal.
The first three figures are broadly similar, consisting in
each case of a central peak around zero with wings extending
smoothly, and falling monotonically, on both sides. The first
Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 19, 605–610, 2012
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the expected sharp cutoffs at high ∂y Bx and at zero, and a
strong peak close to the upper cutoff that comes from the interior of the current sheet. As expected, none of these features
are present in the other histograms.
Of course, this is just one way of looking at the structure
of
the current sheet. By focussing on the individual bins, we
This is the average plot of the time 12 magnetic field
which undergoes
arereversal.
ignoring the spatial relationship among them, which is a
critical part of what we mean by a current sheet. In Fig. 3 we
This is the average
average plot of the
12 magnetic fieldfield strength over the (x, z) plane and
thetimemagnetic
which undergoes reversal.
plot the result as a function of the ŷ-axis (normal to the unperturbed current sheet for the P = 1 case). We see a broadened and smooth transition zone. There are relatively minor
wiggles due to the turbulent eddies, which are largely erased
by the averaging process.
We can gain more insight by considering the typical structures encountered passing through the transition zone. We
Fig. 3. The average magnetic field strength in the x̂ (reversing) direction as a function of vertical distance in the computational box.
can define a contiguous region by setting a cutoff for the abThe second line shows the field gradient.
solute value of the magnetic field gradient. Adjacent cells for
given (x, z) that lie above the cutoff are grouped together.
In Fig. 4 we show the average number of regions (marked
on the left vertical axis) as a function of the cutoff value for
the P = 1 case. The red line shows the fraction of the total
change in Bx that occurs within the high gradient regions.
Time 12; x component of magnetic field
The number of regions rises smoothly, peaking above 10, at
which point virtually all the systematic change in Bx is in
Time 12; x component of magnetic field
one of the regions. For lower cutoff values the entire turbulent region becomes one contiguous structure. (The zeros in
Bx occur between grid points.) As the cutoff approaches zero
we start to pick up very weak fluctuations outside the region
of driven turbulence and the number of regions rises sharply
before plunging to one.
We see from this figure that most of the systematic change
in the magnetic field happens in a few contiguous regions, but
not the single strongest one. Nor is there any obvious break
in the distribution.
Fig. 4. The average number of regions with magnetic field gradients
above a cutoff value, as a function of the cutoff value, and the fracThe remaining question is whether or not the structures
tion of the total change in the large scale magnetic field that falls
identified by the cutoff level are discrete objects, or whether
within those regions.
they are associated with each other and with extensive adjacent regions of slightly lower values of the magnetic field
gradient. In Fig. 5a we plot the width of the reconnection
two figures show a bias towards positive gradients, which is
layer marked by these structures, defined as the total distance
stronger for the weaker power cascade. In no case do we see
from the leading edge of the first region to the trailing edge
a distinct feature showing a preferred value of the magnetic
of the last. In Fig. 5b we plot the average width of the reshear. We would expect such a feature if there were a large
gions above the cutoff value. In both figures we also show
scale coherent structure in the current distribution, i.e. if the
the average number of regions. We see from these figures that
thin current sheet in the laminar case had been replaced by a
the total width is quite large, comparable to the width of the
similar, albeit distorted, feature New
embedded
in
the
turbulence.
outflow region when the bulk of the magnetic field change
Section 1 Page 1
Instead, the magnetic shear seems to be distributed among
occurs within the individual regions. On the other hand, the
the individual turbulent eddies. We
can
contrast
this
with
the
average width of the contiguous regions of the cutoff is flat
New Section 1 Page 1
fourth figure, which shows a nonturbulent current sheet. Ironover a broad range of cutoff values. These regions are quite
ically, this histogram is the most irregular, since the repetition
narrow, and not particularly associated with each other.
of values from nearly identical points on the current sheet
produces an extremely spiky distribution of points. Smoothing this by averaging each bin with the adjacent nine bins in
both directions produces the green histogram. There we see
July-05-11
8:07 AM
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(b)
Fig. 5. (a) shows the width of the layer containing all the bins
above the cutoff value of the magnetic field gradient averaged over
the whole simulation box “average section”. (b) shows the average
width of each separate contiguous region above the cutoff.
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Conclusions

We have analyzed the structure of the current sheets in simulations of large scale turbulent reconnection. Regions of
strong current are narrow, but are spread throughout a broad
layer, whose width is comparable to the outflow width. The
change in the large scale magnetic field is small across any
single current sheet and the distribution of current intensity
is broadly similar to the distribution seen for comparable levels of turbulence but without any large scale magnetic field
reversal. The distribution of current strengths is biased in the
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direction of the large scale current, but this manifests as a
skewness in the distribution rather than a discrete feature.
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bulent reconnection is accomplished via many small scale
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